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Executive summary
This report analyses the role of homelessness reviews in Wales since implementation of 
the Housing (Wales) Act 2014. Reviews are an important but little-researched aspect of the 
homelessness system: they safeguard applicants’ rights, and they support the correct day-
to-day implementation of the legislation.

Since the Act was commenced there has been a handful of first instance court judgments 
but to date there have still not been any higher court decisions. This report asks why that is 
the case. What is happening with reviews and litigation? How are councils handling them and 
can the system be improved?

The research is based on data from two Freedom of Information requests to local authorities, 
as well as key informant interviews with five Shelter Cymru Housing Law Caseworkers and 
five local authority Reviewing Officers. The report includes detailed explanations of the law on 
homelessness reviews and the legal processes that must be followed.

Key points
 V Across 20 authorities that returned figures, a total of 406 reviews were recorded as being 

carried out in 2017/18. Of these, 155 (38%) resulted in a decision being overturned. 
Although most councils are recording some data on reviews, there are indications that 
figures are not always collected consistently in a comparable way.

 V Numbers of recorded reviews have remained relatively static pre- and post-legislative 
change. Numbers reduced slightly during 2014/15, the first year of implementation of the 
Act, but quickly regained a level comparable to pre-2015.

 V The figures show wide variation between councils in the proportion of reviews that result in 
an overturned decision, from 11% overturned in Caerphilly and 0% in Monmouthshire and 
Torfaen, to 50% in Cardiff and 75% in Neath Port Talbot.

 V Although numbers of formal reviews appear low, there is a high level of informal activity 
taking place to resolve issues. This is in line with the spirit of the Act, which stresses 
person-centred joint working and collaboration between services. For example, Shelter 
Cymru has worked with a number of local authorities to develop protocols to guide 
relations around homelessness casework.

 V Applicant awareness was also cited as a reason why review numbers are not higher. 
Although authorities do inform applicants of their right to review, this may not always be 
understood due to a number of factors including the complexity of the legislation.

 V The Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (LASPO) has reduced 
the number of firms that specialise in housing law due to cuts in legal aid funding. In 2019 
nearly half the population of Wales lived in a local authority that has only one legal aid 
housing provider. Limited access to advice means fewer people can be assisted at an early 
enough opportunity to exercise their rights of review and appeal.
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 V The reasons for review have remained relatively consistent pre- and post-legislative change, 
with suitability of accommodation remaining the most common type of review request. 

 V On ‘reasonable steps’ (a key innovation in the new legislation) there have been only low 
numbers of reviews. This was felt to be because reasonable steps usually appear as an 
ancillary issue rather than the primary reason for a review. A lack of recording of reasonable 
steps in homelessness files was cited as a further reason why formal reviews may not often 
take place.

 V There is no clear evidence that learning from reviews is systematically shared either within 
or between local authorities. Although outcomes of some reviews have been discussed 
collectively this does not happen in a regular, formal way. This is leading to issues arising time 
and time again.

 V There was evidence that resource pressures are a key factor in the lack of binding case 
law so far. The cost of litigation is felt to be prohibitive by some local authorities. Some 
respondents felt that authorities may on occasion re-consider a case not because they felt 
the original decision to be deficient, but because they lack resources to defend an appeal or 
judicial review.

Recommendations
 V The Welsh Government should enter into dialogue with local authorities over the best ways 

of supporting them, whether through finance or policy/legal support, so that they feel able to 
defend homelessness decisions in court.

 V The Welsh Government should collect and monitor data on homelessness reviews and 
litigation.

 V The Welsh Government should consider whether establishing a Homelessness Regulator 
would be an effective way of securing desired improvements to the system.

 V Local authorities should pool resources to employ shared Reviewing Officers.

 V Local authorities and Shelter Cymru should work together to share and publish the results of 
formal reviews, informal resolution, and litigation.

 V Local authorities should ensure that review rights are communicated not only in decision letters 
but also face-to-face where possible.
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1. Introduction 
Most decisions made by a local housing authority in respect of an application for 
homelessness assistance are subject to a statutory right of review.  

Such reviews are an important but little-researched aspect of the homelessness system and 
are significant for two main reasons:

 V For people using homelessness services, they help to safeguard the rights of the 
individual; and 

 V For the system as a whole, they are a key mechanism for supporting correct day-to-day 
implementation of the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 (‘H(W)A 2014’) by the relevant local 
housing authority.

Should an individual remain dissatisfied with a decision following a homelessness review 
they may have a right of appeal on a point of law to the county court. In more limited 
circumstances, they may have an alternative recourse to the high court by way of judicial 
review. These legal remedies bring independent, external, judicial oversight to the decision 
making process and may result in the creation of binding case law which has an immediate 
nationwide influence on how local authority homelessness services operate.

Welsh homelessness law changed in April 2015 with the implementation of the H(W)A 2014 
and, whilst there has been a handful of first instance court judgments, to date there have 
still not been any higher court decisions made  under the Act. Why is this the case? What is 
happening with reviews and litigation? How are councils handling them and can the system 
be improved?

This exploratory study, carried out by Shelter Cymru with financial support from the Oak 
Foundation, examines the role of homelessness reviews in Wales since implementation of the 
H(W)A 2014.

Methodology
The investigation was carried out using a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods.

Firstly, a Freedom of Information request (FOI) was sent out to all 22 local authorities to 
gather basic information on homelessness reviews for 2012/13 to 2016/17 including number 
received, most common grounds of challenge, and number overturned. Data was requested 
for the previous five years in an attempt to build a picture of how the review procedure 
is working now in comparison to the system under the previous legislation. For the year 
2017/18 a mixture of online questionnaires and FOIs were sent to all local authorities.
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Housing Law Caseworkers
Housing Law Caseworkers (HLCs) are employed by Shelter Cymru as experts in housing 
legislation, including homelessness provisions. Among a number of frontline duties their role 
includes providing advice and information to Shelter Cymru clients in their dealings with local 
authorities and assisting them with navigating the legislation.

HLC input was invaluable for this investigation, as they were able to not only comment on the 
review procedure and its apparent effectiveness, but also provide some insight into the way the 
process ultimately impacts on people using services.

Reviewing Officers
Reviewing officers (ROs) are local authority employees responsible for carrying out a 
comprehensive re-examination of those cases submitted for review. Most ROs incorporate 
reviews into an already busy workload, with many of them holding senior positions within their 
respective departments. Regulations provide that ROs must not have been involved in the 
original decision.

ROs may uphold or amend the original decision. If ROs consider that there was a deficiency or 
irregularity in the original decision, or in the way it was made, but are minded nonetheless to 
make a decision against the interests of the individual, they must inform the individual and give 
them the opportunity to make further representations. 

In this study, ROs were able to discuss the workings of the review process in detail, as well as 
highlighting key difficulties for them and comment on the resources required to carry out the 
review procedure from a local authority perspective.

In addition, interviews were carried out with five local authority Reviewing Officers and five Shelter 
Cymru Housing Law Caseworkers. Participants within each group held responsibilities in different 
areas across Wales in order to obtain an overview of the workings of the review procedure. 
Where possible, there was an attempt to interview at least one member of each group from the 
same local authority area.
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2. The statutory framework
This chapter summarises how reviews, appeals and judicial reviews operate under Welsh law.

Internal review
The obligation on a local housing authority in Wales to carry out an internal review of a 
decision made on a homelessness application, is a statutory requirement under section 85 of 
the H(W)A 2014.

Applicants who wish to exercise their right to request a review have a timescale of 21 days 
from written notification of a decision to make their request. The local housing authority has a 
discretion to allow a longer timescale should it wish to do so. Regulations provide that, within 
five working days of receiving a request for a review, the local housing authority must invite 
the applicant, or someone acting on their behalf, to make submissions (either orally or in 
writing, or both) in support of the review1.

The Reviewing Officer (RO) must consider any representations and must notify the applicant 
of their decision on review2 within 56 days of the request for the review being made. 
Regulations allow the applicant and the RO to agree a longer period in writing3 and so, in 
practice, reviews can, on occasion, take longer than the permitted eight weeks.

The local housing authority has a power, but not a duty, to provide suitable accommodation 
whilst the review is being carried out4. 

The decision on review must be communicated to the applicant in writing. If the decision 
confirms the original decision on any issue against the interests of the applicant then the local 
housing authority must include in the notification any relevant reasons for that decision5.

County court appeals
If an original decision is upheld by internal review, applicants might be able to issue a 
statutory appeal in the county court under section 88 of the H(W)A 20146. County court 
homelessness appeals can only be issued on a point of law arising from the decision that was 
made on the internal review (unless the applicant was not notified of a review decision within 
the required timescale, in which case, the appeal will be issued on a point of law arising from 
the original decision).7 

An appeal under s.88 H(W)Act 2014 must be issued within 21 days of the applicant being 
notified of the decision on review. The county court has a power to extend that timescale for 
‘good reason’, together with a power to provide accommodation to an applicant whilst the 
appeal is ongoing.

1 Reg. 2 (2) The Homelessness (Review Procedure)(Wales) Regulations 2015 SI No 1266
2 Reg 6(1)(a) The Homelessness (Review Procedure)(Wales) Regulations 2015 SI No. 1266 
3 Reg 6(2) The Homelessness (Review Procedure)(Wales) Regulations 2015 SI No. 1266
4 S.69(11) H(W)A 2014
5 S.86 (4) H(W)A 2014
6 Prior to commencement of the H(W)A 2014, county court appeals were issued pursuant to s204 of 

the 1996 Act
7 s.88(1)(b) H(W)A 2014 
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The applicant, or their advisor, should write a pre-action letter to the local housing authority 
before issuing a county court appeal.

A decision made at first instance in the county court does not create binding case law but 
does provide a public judgment which can be considered in future challenges and can assist in 
promoting consistency across decision making.

Judicial review
There are some circumstances in which the internal review process under s.85 and / or the 
statutory appeal process under s.88 are not available to an applicant. In such circumstances, an 
applicant might have an alternative form of redress in judicial review. This might include where a 
local housing authority:

 V has refused to take a homelessness application

 V has refused to provide accommodation whilst an internal review of a decision is being 
carried out.

Judicial review is the High Court function by which an aggrieved individual may seek legal remedy 
in dealings with any public body providing a public function.8

The Civil Procedure Rules require that claimants must comply with a pre-action protocol before 
issuing any claim for judicial review9. This means that claimants must send a ‘letter before claim’ 
to the local housing authority setting out the decision or act or omission that is being challenged.

Unlike a county court appeal, a claimant must be granted permission by the High Court to bring 
a challenge by way of judicial review. An application for permission must be made ‘promptly’ 
and, at the very latest, within three months from the date of the decision, act or omission being 
challenged.

Data on homelessness court proceedings are not routinely gathered by the Ministry of Justice 
or the Welsh Government. On the basis of Shelter Cymru casework and inquiries with other 
organisations it appears that, since commencement of the H(W)A 2014, there have to date been 
two judicial reviews issued in Wales on homelessness cases with a number of further cases 
resolved prior to issue.

8 G. Richardson in ‘Judicial Review and Bureaucratic Impact’ (eds. Marc Hertog and Simon Halliday, Cambridge 
Studies in Law Society, 2004), p104.

9 Part 54 Civil Procedure Rules (CPR)
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3. Review numbers and 
outcomes
The data on review numbers is not a complete picture. For 2017/18, FOI data for 20 
authorities was provided while for the period 2012/13 to 2016/17, data was returned by 16 
authorities.

This incomplete picture is due to a) inconsistent return rates to the two FOI requests and b) 
in some authorities, a failure to monitor review numbers. One authority in 2017/18 said they 
didn’t record numbers of reviews, while three authorities were unable to provide data earlier 
than 2015/16. 

Review numbers
Across the 20 authorities, a total of 406 reviews were recorded as being carried out in 
2017/18. Of these, 155 (38%) resulted in a decision being overturned. 

The data suggests that numbers of recorded reviews have remained relatively static. 
Numbers reduced slightly during the first year of implementation of the H(W)A 2014 but 
quickly regained a level comparable to pre-2015. Figure 1 presents figures for the 16 
authorities that provided data to both FOIs.

Figure 1: Recorded review numbers, 2012/13* to 2017/18 

* Three authorities were unable to provide data prior to 2016/17
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Differences by local authority
The below table shows the total number of homelessness review requests reported by 
responding local authorities across six years. The figures in brackets indicate the number of 
cases where a review found that the original decision was overturned.

Table 1: Reviews and those leading to overturned decisions, 
2012/13 to 2017/18 

Local Authority  2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Blaenau Gwent 2 (1) 2 (1) 0 0 1 (0) 0

Bridgend 2 (2) 19 (9) 21 (12) 19 (3) 14 (1) 26 (9)

Caerphilly 3 (1) 3 (1) 10 (3) 1 (0) 1 (0) 9 (1)

Cardiff 157 (81) 183 (87) 161 (85) 223 (106) 199 (103) 185 (93)

Conwy * * * * * 9 (2)

Ceredigion U U U 7 (2) 5 (1) 3 (0)

Denbighshire U U U 2 (2) 2 (1) 1 (1)

Flintshire U U U 5 (2) 17 (12) 49 (18)

Gwynedd 34 (5) 34 (6) 18 (6) 22 (10) 17 (7) 13 (6)

Merthyr Tydfil * * * * * 2 (0)

Monmouthshire 15 (5) 17 (1) 7 (0) 14 (1) 9 (1) 5 (0)

Neath Port Talbot * * * * * 8 (6)

Newport 25 (4) 19 (4) 15 (5) 12 (2) 13 (3) 16 (4)

Pembrokeshire 6 (3) 5 (1) 2 (1) 1 (0) 2 (0) 1 (0)

Powys 5 (2)_ 5 (2) 4 (1) 3 (1) 2 (0) 4 (2)

Rhondda Cynon Taf 9 (2) 1 (0) 0 1 (0) 0 0

Swansea 11 (0) 7 (1) 9 (0) 5 (0) 4 (0) 5 (1)

Torfaen 9 (1) 15 (2) 15 (2) 12 (0) 17 (1) 9 (0)

Vale of Glamorgan * * * * * 11 (5)

Wrexham 59 (12) 41 (13) 48 (6) 32 (9) 52 (7) 50 (7)

U – Unrecorded 
( ) – Overturned reviews 
* Did not provide data to first FOI request
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Where reviews are undertaken, some authorities do overturn a significant number of 
decisions. The below table gives the percentage of overturned reviews reported in 2017/18 
for those authorities that reported having carried out more than five reviews in this period. 

Table 2: Overturned decisions following review 2017/18 

Local Authority Reviews
Number 
Overturned

%

Bridgend 26 9 35%

Caerphilly 9 1 11%

Cardiff 185 93 50%

Conwy 9 2 22%

Flintshire 49 18 37%

Gwynedd 13 6 46%

Monmouthshire 5 0 0%

Neath Port Talbot 8 6 75%

Newport 16 4 25%

Swansea 5 1 20%

Torfaen 9 0 0%

Vale of Glamorgan 11 5 45%

Wrexham 50 7 14%

The figures show wide variation from 11% overturned in Caerphilly and 0% in Monmouthshire 
and Torfaen, to 50% in Cardiff and 75% in Neath Port Talbot. 

Why do review numbers appear so low?
With the exception of Cardiff, Wrexham and Flintshire, the number of review requests is 
relatively low. There are a number of possible factors contributing to these low figures which 
are worth exploring in more depth. 

Recording methods

This study did not examine the methodology used by each local authority to record review 
numbers. It is recognised that there might be a lack of consistency in the recording methods 
utilised by each authority which could result in an under or over reporting of the true figures.

The ‘person centred’ approach

In line with the intention and spirit of the H(W)A 2014, Shelter Cymru has worked 
with a number of local authorities to develop protocols to guide relations around 
homelessness casework.
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These protocols emphasise that resolution should be sought informally wherever possible prior 
to requesting a formal review. Such an informal approach can contribute to the efficiency of 
the procedure both for local authorities and people using services, often resulting in an early 
resolution well before the 56 days that it could take for a formal review to be completed. While 
informal resolution was practised pre-H(W)A 2014, it is more strongly emphasised under the new 
legislation10.

Feedback from HLCs and ROs suggest that addressing potential challenges informally is 
common. It is impossible, however, to know exactly how often this happens and for what reasons 
given that steps to resolve these issues in this manner are not necessarily recorded.

‘I can’t really say how often problems are solved informally because that’s down to the 
officers themselves. It happens frequently though. I know that our Team Leader is in 
frequent contact with the Shelter [Cymru] officers.’ 

– Reviewing Officer

Applicants’ awareness and capacity to engage

Many people using homelessness services may not be aware of their right to request a review. 
Low awareness has been a significant factor in previous investigations11. Although authorities do 
include information about review rights in decision letters, as required by section 84(1) of the Act, 
letters may not always be understood, or may not always be delivered to the applicant particularly 
if they are homeless and have no address12.

HLCs report that some clients have not been given any written notification of decisions. In the 
absence of such notification the individual’s statutory review rights under section 85 H(W)A 2014 
are not engaged meaning a review cannot take place13.

Ideally, in addition to written notification, decisions and review rights should be explained face to 
face. Interviewee feedback however suggested that in some cases, authorities may be failing to 
fully explain the legislation to people. 

‘I do have concerns that correct notifications are not being provided. I don’t know that 
people are being made aware of their right to challenge.’ 

– Reviewing Officer 

10 See Chapter 5, paras 5.15-5.16 of the Welsh Government Code of Guidance for Local Authorities on Allocation 
of Accommodation and Homelessness (2016)

11 Shelter Cymru (2016) Reasonable Steps: Experiences of Homelessness Services Under the Housing 
(Wales) Act 2014

12  s.84(4) stipulates that if the applicant does not receive the notice, the applicant may be treated as having been 
notified under this section if the notice is made available at the local authority’s office for a reasonable period for 
collection.

13 A  failure to provide written notification of a decision by a local authority is in itself challengeable by way of 
judicial review 
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‘A lot of the people we see just haven’t had it [the legislation] explained to them.’ 
– Housing Law Caseworker

Feedback also suggests that the subject of awareness runs deeper, and that factors such as 
language barriers, substance dependency, mental health problems, vulnerability, and learning 
difficulties all contribute as potential barriers to applicants being fully informed and confident 
enough to challenge authority.

‘With the client group we deal with who are typically very vulnerable and complex, 
they’re not going to read an eight-page decision letter.’ 

– Reviewing Officer

‘Clients might not understand the legislation… which is reasonable because it’s so 
complicated.’ 

– Reviewing Officer

Even if people are fully aware of their right to review, their ability to participate is likely to 
be severely restricted if they are homeless. Where people are street homeless or ‘hidden’ 
homeless – living in unsuitable accommodation, vehicles, or sofa-surfing – engaging in a 
formal process within a rigid timescale can be difficult. 

Availability of public funding and access to specialist advisers

The availability of good quality, specialist, advice to individuals faced with an unfavourable 
homelessness decision is essential to ensure that such vulnerable clients are aware of, and 
are able to, exercise their review rights.

Since the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (LASPO) there has 
been a reduction in firms who specialise in housing law due to cuts in legal aid funding – 
creating areas in the UK referred to as ‘advice deserts’14. In 2019, The Law Society, analysing 
data from the Legal Aid Agency and the Office of National Statistics, calculated that 49% 
of the population in Wales live in a local authority area that only has only one legal aid 
housing provider.

Such low level of provision means that vulnerable people, often on low incomes, have to 
travel long distances to find providers who can assist them, only to find that those providers 
are themselves struggling to cope with demand. 

This reduction, coupled with increasing requirements on providers to provide information 
to support eligibility to the Legal Aid Agency, and to justify the grant of funding for appeals 
and judicial reviews, has meant that fewer people are able to be assisted at an early enough 
opportunity to exercise their rights of review and appeal against unfavourable homelessness 
decisions.

There is little point in having the right to challenge adverse decisions if a person cannot 
also secure adequate funding and access specialist advice to enable them to navigate the 
complex legal system.

14 https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/policy-campaigns/campaigns/access-to-justice/end-legal-aid-deserts/
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The 56-day time limit

HLCs described how the 56-day time limit on responses to review requests can have a significant 
impact on individuals.

The FOI responses show that most reviews in 2017/2018 were completed within 56 days with 
the exception of five authorities as listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Reviews completed within 56 days, 2017/18

Local Authority Reviews
Number completed 
within 56 days

% completed 
within 56 days

Blaenau Gwent 0 0 -

Bridgend 26 26 100%

Caerphilly 9 6 67%

Cardiff 185 95 51%

Ceredigion 3 2 67%

Conwy 9 9 100%

Denbighshire 1 1 100%

Flintshire 49 49 100%

Gwynedd 13 10 77%

Merthyr Tydfil 2 2 100%

Monmouthshire 5 5 100%

Neath Port Talbot 8 8 100%

Newport 16 13 81%

Pembrokeshire 1 1 100%

Powys 4 4 100%

Rhondda Cynon Taf 0 0 -

Swansea 5 5 100%

Torfaen 9 9 100%

Vale of Glamorgan 11 11 100%

Wrexham 50 50 100%

TOTAL 376 276 73%
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Potential reasons given for missing this deadline include low departmental resources and 
the complexity of the case in question. Evidence can sometimes be required from outside 
agencies, and requests for this can take a long time. There is no data to show how often 
delayed investigations have resulted in correspondence with the client to seek an extension 
to the 56-day period.

4. Reasons for reviews
This chapter examines which type of homelessness decisions are being reviewed and asks 
how these have changed since the introduction of the H(W)A 2014. 

The Act placed new duties on local housing authorities to carry out ‘reasonable steps’ to 
prevent or relieve homelessness for all eligible households. This extension of duties increased 
the potential number of decisions which may be subject to a review and it was widely 
anticipated that the number of reviews would increase in the years following implementation.

Table 5: Reasons for review requests 2017/18

Not  
eligible

Ending  
Duty

Failure 
to take 
reasonable 
steps

Failure to 
co-operate

Suitability
Priority 
Need

Intentionality Other

Bridgend 1 2 13 2 8

Caerphilly 1 6 2

Cardiff (see Table 6)

 Ceredigion 1 2

Conwy 1 6 3

Denbighshire 1

Flintshire 4 3 27 11 14

Gwynedd 6 6 5

Merthyr Tydfil 1 1

Monmouthshire 1 1 3

Neath 
Port Talbot

5 3 3

Newport 9 5 2

Pembrokeshire 1

Powys 3 1

Rhondda 

Cynon Taf

Swansea 5

Torfaen 4 5
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Vale 
of Glamorgan

5 11 1

Wrexham 15 30 3 2

Table 6: Cardiff Council reasons for review requests 2017/18

Type Overturned Upheld

Request  
withdrawn, 
applicant's 
request

Request 
withdrawn,  
Change in 
Circumstances

Revised  
decision,  
no full duty  
accepted

Total

Discharge 
of s66 duty

5 3 1 9

Discharge 
of s68 duty

2 3 5

Eligibility 2 1 3

End of duty to 
help to secure

9 2 1 12

End of final duty 2 4 6

Intentionally  
homeless

10 14 2 1 1 28

No interim 
accommodation

2 1 1 4

No s75 duty 2 2

Not homeless 6 7 2 2 17

Suitability 
of interim 
accommodation

8 10 18

Suitability of 
permanent offer

47 30 2 2 81

Total 93 76 8 6 2 185

Tables 5 and 6 present reasons for review requests in 2017/18. Note that totals do not always 
correspond with the total number of reviews as some authorities included figures for reviews that 
were subsequently withdrawn. Cardiff’s figures are presented separately as they categorise theirs 
differently from other authorities.
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The figures suggest that by and large, the reasons for review have remained consistent pre 
and post the new legislation, notwithstanding the potential for new grounds introduced by the 
H(W)A 2014.

Caseworkers and ROs reported that although the reasons for challenge can vary greatly 
between authorities, suitability of accommodation generally appears to be the most common 
type of review request, with two ROs stating that they seem to ‘do more suitability than 
anything else’.

‘Generally the most common [review requests] are suitability of offers.’ 
– Reviewing Officer

‘Nearly all of my cases have been on suitability.’ 
– Housing Law Caseworker

Reasonable steps reviews
The data for 2017/18 show only four reviews on reasonable steps, all of which were brought 
in the same local authority (Flintshire)15.

What are the reasons for the small number of reasonable steps reviews? A number of factors 
were raised by HLCs and ROs.

Reasonable steps dealt with as an ancillary issue

HLCs said that challenges to the reasonableness of steps taken is more likely to appear as an 
ancillary issue than the primary reason for a review.

Lack of recording

Several HLCs expressed a view that local authorities are not recording steps taken in 
sufficient detail. Where homelessness files do not contain evidence of steps taken, a local 
authority may decide to undertake further reasonable steps rather than persist with a 
formal review.

‘Of the very few reasonable steps reviews I’ve done none have been upheld because 
the steps taken [by the department] haven’t been recorded properly.’ 

– Reviewing Officer

Lack of interim accommodation

HLCs felt that where an applicant is likely to be in priority need and eligible for interim 
accommodation under section 68 H(W)A 2014 a review on the basis of reasonable steps is 
likely to be of less significance than to those who are non-priority need.

Non-priority need applicants are not owed any interim accommodation duty and therefore a 
successful intervention on the issue of reasonable steps has far greater significance to them. 

15 It is possible that reasonable steps reviews were also requested in Cardiff but the data as provided by that 
authority does not provide this level of breakdown.
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5. Learning from reviews
There appears to be no clear evidence that learning is systematically taking place within or 
between local authorities, either from formal reviews or informal resolution.

ROs said that in some authorities, effort is made to disseminate information from reviews in the 
form of meetings and internal documents. 

‘I don’t do many at all, but I do try to circulate outcomes of reviews I’ve done during 
meetings… and internally.’ 

– Reviewing Officer 

For a period of time, four north Wales authorities shared an RO. Although this post is no longer 
in place, ROs and HLCs felt it represented good practice. The RO in question produced annual 
reports consolidating and analysing information from reviews.

Although outcomes of some reviews have been discussed in national meetings of the Local 
Authority Homelessness Network, this happens in a piecemeal way and there is no formalised, 
regular sharing of learning.

Interviewees said they saw little evidence of learning, with similar issues arising time and 
time again.

‘We keep seeing the same issues. It really is a case of business as usual from our point of 
view.’

– Housing Law Caseworker
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6. Reviews and resources
The time taken for an RO to complete a review can vary greatly depending on the nature of 
the case. ROs reported that a ‘basic’ suitability review may take a day or more, but cases 
involving complex submissions or a requirement for information from external sources such 
as the NHS can increase this significantly. Similarly, Shelter Cymru caseworkers reported that 
preparing submissions for review can often be time-consuming and potentially complex.

Demand on homelessness services has risen year on year since the H(W)A 2014 was 
implemented, not only because the legislation has given more people rights to assistance but 
also because austerity and welfare reform have pushed more people into housing crisis16. 
While resources for local authority homelessness services have been increased to meet this 
challenge, it has also become considerably more difficult to prevent and relieve homelessness 
because of multiple aspects of welfare reform.

Interviewees described a number of ways in which resource pressures are a factor in the lack 
of binding case law so far.

Unrecorded interventions
ROs made the point that due to a very busy workload, officers can struggle to record 
interventions to the required level of detail. There have been occasions whereby, upon re-
opening a case file as a result of a review request, certain information has been found to be 
incomplete. An absence of information, for example, details of phone conversations or face-
to-face meetings being left unrecorded, can occasionally hold up a review investigation or 
lead to an overturned decision.

‘I suppose that’s part of the beast which the Welsh Government have created… it’s 
so technical. It’s very difficult for officers to be as black and white as the legislation 
says they must be in terms of documenting everything… within such a high volume of 
cases.’

 – Reviewing Officer.

The cost of litigation
A number of HLCs stated it is not uncommon for an upheld review to lead to the threat of a 
county court appeal, only for the local authority to re-consider the case upon receipt of a pre-
action letter.

Some respondents felt that authorities may, on occasion, re-consider the case not because 
they felt the original decision to be deficient, but because they lack resources to defend an 
appeal or judicial review. Many Welsh local authorities are small in comparison with English 
authorities, but the costs of hiring a barrister and meeting the financial risk of an adverse 
judgment are broadly the same. 

A recent case study illustrates how the financial risk of litigation can affect a small local 
authority service.

16  https://sheltercymru.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Trapped-on-the-Streets-Full-Report.pdf
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Case study: Paul’s story

Paul contacted Shelter Cymru after becoming homeless since being released from prison 
following a six-week sentence. Paul has significant mental health issues including depression, 
anxiety and personality disorder.

On the day he was released from prison he presented as homeless: the local authority decided 
that Paul was not entitled to make an application as they felt there had been no change of 
circumstances since he’d made his last application, also on release from prison.

Although there were some differences of opinion within Shelter Cymru as to Paul’s entitlement, 
the consensus view was that this decision was incorrect in law. Shelter Cymru contacted 
Housing Options to request a new assessment, referring to the relevant section within the Code 
of Guidance. The authority responded that they were departing from the Code of Guidance due 
to pressures on resources. Shelter Cymru then sent a Letter Before Claim, advising that unless a 
new assessment was completed, a claim for judicial review would be commenced. The authority 
confirmed that they would not make a new assessment.

While Shelter Cymru was preparing the claim for judicial review, the authority calculated the cost 
of commissioning a barrister and preparing the case, which would have to be met by Housing 
Options’ own budget, potentially diverting resources away from frontline services. The national 
Homelessness Network explored collectively funding the case but decided this was unfeasible.

At this point the Network consulted Welsh Government directly. Officials advised that Shelter 
Cymru was correct that a new application should be taken. It also emerged that some authorities 
in Wales already work on the basis that release from custody should be treated as a change in 
circumstances, and this is informed by historic case law.

The authority was minded to continue to judicial review, citing the Prisoner Pathway17 as a reason 
not to accept an application. However, if they had lost the case it would have effectively cost 
the authority’s total homelessness prevention budget for the year. It was this risk, and the Welsh 
Government advice, that led the authority finally to accept Paul’s homelessness application, 
feeling that this was a gesture of goodwill and not because they were wrong in law.

The Homelessness Network felt that learning from this case has been taken forward and 
disseminated to improve practice. More people will be helped as a result, even though the case 
led to no formal litigation or public judgments.

17 https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-03/homelessness-services-for-children-young-people-and-
adults-in-the-secure-estate_0.pdf
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7. Conclusions and 
recommendations
This study has found that, while numbers of homelessness reviews appear to be low, there 
is activity taking place outside of a formal process to help individuals to get local authority 
decisions reconsidered.

The ethos of the H(W)A 2014 Part 2 is about person-centred joint working: collaboration 
between services in order to get the best outcome for the applicant. Issues are being 
resolved by picking up the phone and having a conversation, rather than by undertaking 
formal review. This is leading to quicker positive outcomes and better use of resources. 

There are however downsides to this approach. Learning is rarely shared either internally 
or externally; and informal approaches do not lead to litigation which in turn makes 
binding case law.

Litigation is normal and necessary for the development of good law and to promote 
consistency in its interpretation. New law cannot predict in advance how the written duties 
will apply to every potential set of circumstances. It is caselaw that provides consistency in 
interpreting legal duties where the initial Act does not provide that clarity. However, Welsh 
local authorities believe they are not in a strong enough position to undertake litigation. Last-
minute withdrawals from judicial challenges are taking place not only because authorities are 
having second thoughts over the legal basis for their actions, but also because the risk of 
losing the case will directly impact their ability to help other people using services.

Informal resolution is clearly working and this good practice should continue. However, 
formal reviews and litigation also have their place. The answer perhaps should be a dual or 
complementary approach where informal intervention takes place alongside more formal 
action to ensure people’s statutory rights remain protected and not prejudiced in any way by 
any informal process. 

The following recommendations are aimed at strengthening the system so that all the activity 
that is currently taking place, both formally and informally, is as effective as possible both for 
individuals and for the system as a whole. 
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Recommendations
 V The Welsh Government should enter into dialogue with local authorities over the best ways 

of supporting them, whether through finance or policy/legal support, so that they feel able to 
defend homelessness decisions in court.

 V The Welsh Government should collect and monitor data on homelessness reviews and 
litigation.

 V The Welsh Government should consider whether establishing a Homelessness Regulator 
would be an effective way of securing desired improvements to the system.

 V Local authorities should pool resources to employ shared Reviewing Officers.

 V Local authorities and Shelter Cymru should work together to share and publish the results of 
formal reviews, informal resolution, and litigation.

 V Local authorities should ensure that review rights are communicated not only in decision letters 
but also face-to-face where possible.
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